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1. INTRODUCTION
Hydro-meteorological hazards like convective outbreaks leading to torrential rain and floods are
among the most critical environmental issues in Adriatic area.
The inherent spatial and temporal variability of precipitation makes rainfall one of the most difficult
geophysical variables to measure anywhere, and yet it is one of the most important for advancing
hydro-meteorological predictions. In particular, improving local flood and flash flood forecasting as
well as other extreme weather events requires accurate quantitative rainfall information at small
temporal (minutes) and spatial (hundreds of meters) scales.
Arguably, weather radar‟s capability to monitor precipitation at high spatial and temporal scales has
stimulated great interest and support within the hydro-meteorological community. Increasingly,
radar-based products are necessary for efficient civil protection, transport safety, ecology,
agriculture and water management.
AdriaMORE project goal is to improve an existing integrated hydro-meteorological risk
management platform focusing on the Adriatic coastal areas of Italy and Croatia.
To this end, one of AdriaMORE‟s specific objective is the improving the effectiveness of radar
measurements in Adriatic coastal area by means of the creation of a rain composite utilizing data
provided by Italian and Croatian radar network. This objective has been performed in the action 3.2
of the WP3 of AdriaMORE project whose the main result is constituted by the Output entitled
“One radar network mosaic data SW to enhance the monitoring coastal flood”.
Two deliverables have contributed to the achievement of the above project Output:
- one aimed at describing the radar's mosaic algorithm chain developed and the related composite
products (deliverable 3.2.1)
- one aimed at describing the useful radar products to be used against extreme weather events, it can
be applied at radars having different technical characteristics (deliverable 3.2.2).
The first deliverable is described in another document while the deliverable 3.2.2, subject of this
paper is aimed at describing the useful radar products to be used against extreme weather events, it
can be applied at radars having different technical characteristics (single or dual polarization, S-, Cand X-band). These products, applicable at single radar level, can be used together or in place of the
composite products generated by the radar mosaic system called CRAMS (Cetemps Radar
Advanced Mosaic Software) described in deliverable 3.2.1 and sketch in figure 1 where the
modules devoted at generate single radar products, described in this report, are highlighted.
Given the heterogeneity of the radar input data and having to create products suitable for every type
of system all products will be generated from the volume corrected reflectivity data. However, the
number of errors burdening radar data is very high and it is practically impossible to eliminate all
the errors satisfactorily [Villarini, 2010] on the other hand, precise information about the data
reliability is important for the end user. Thus, before the products generation, once a raw volume
scan is fully received, the data must be processed through the specific processing chain called
RAMP to eliminating, compensating or at least to identifying the most common error sources for
each device. RAMP description is given in the chapter 2 whereas the products can be generated at
single radar level are described in the chapter 3. All references cited are reported in the chapter 4.
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Figure 1 The flowchart of the radar mosaic system (CRAMS) developed within AdriaMORE project, the
modules objective of this report are highlighted

Examples of application are given for the radar systems already described in the deliverable 3.2.1,
anyway for the reader convenience their location and some technical characteristics are resumed in
figure 2.

Figure 2 The location (left panel) and some technical characteristics (right panel) of the radars whose data
are utilized in this report
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2. RAMP CHAIN TO PROCESS VOLUMETRIC RADAR DATA
There are numerous sources of errors that affect radar measurements of reflectivity volumes or
surface precipitation, which have been comprehensively discussed by many authors [e.g. Collier,
1996; Meischner, 2004; Šálek, 2004; Michelson, 2005]. Hardware sources of errors are related to
electronics stability, antenna accuracy, and signal processing accuracy [Gekat, 2004]. Other nonmeteorological errors are results of electromagnetic interference with the sun and other microwave
emitters, attenuation due to a wet or snow (ice) covered radome, ground clutter [Germann, 2004],
anomalous propagation of radar beam due to specific atmosphere temperature or moisture gradient
[Bebbington, 2007], and biological echoes from birds, insects, etc. Next group of errors is
associated with scan strategy, radar beam geometry and interpolation between sampling points, as
well as the broadening of the beam width with increasing distance from the radar site.
Moreover, the beam may be blocked due to topography [Bech, 2003] and by nearby objects like
trees and buildings, or not fully filled when the size of precipitation echo is relatively small or the
precipitation is at low altitude in relation to the antenna elevation (so called overshooting).
Apart from the above-mentioned non-precipitation errors, meteorologically related factors influence
precipitation estimation from weather radar measurements. Attenuation by hydrometeors, which
depends on precipitation phase (rain, snow, melting snow, graupel or hail), intensity, and radar
wavelength, particularly C and X band, may cause the strong underestimation in precipitation,
especially in case of hail. Another source of error is Z–R relation which expresses the dependence
of precipitation intensity R on radar reflectivity Z. This empirical formula is influenced by drop size
distribution, which varies for different precipitation phases, intensities, and types of precipitation:
convective or non-convective [Šálek, 2004]. The melting layer located at the altitude where ice
melts to rain additionally introduces uncertainty into precipitation estimation. Since water is much
more conductive than ice, a thin layer of water covering melting snowflakes causes strong
overestimation in radar reflectivity. This effect is known as the bright band [Battan, 1973; Goltz,
2006]. Moreover, the non-uniform vertical profile of precipitation leads to problems with the
estimation of surface precipitation from radar measurement [e.g. Franco, 2002; Germann, 2004;
Einfalt, 2008], and these vertical profiles may strongly vary in space and time [Zawadzki, 2006].
Dual-polarization radars have the potential to provide additional information to overcome many of
the uncertainties in contrast to situation when only the conventional reflectivity Z and Doppler
information is available [Illingworth, 2004].
Characterization of the radar data quality is then necessary to describe uncertainty in the data taking
into account potential errors that can be quantified as well as the ones that can be estimated only
qualitatively. Generally, the following quality metrics are used as more suitable:
 total error level, i.e. measured value ± standard deviation expressed as measured
physical quantity (radar reflectivity in dBZ, precipitation in mm h-1, etc.),
 quality flag taking discrete value, in the simplest form 0 or 1 that means “bad” or
“excellent” data,
 quality index as unitless quantity related to the data errors, which is expressed by
numbers e.g. from 0 to 1.
A sketch of the main source of uncertainty is given in figure 3.
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Figure 3 The weather radar can detect many things besides weather targets, this schematic illustrates many
of these features. The + or – signs indicate whether the radar reflectivity is augmented or diminished by
these features. These artefacts need to be removed for quantitative applications

To address the sources of errors, in the framework of AdriaMORE project, a specific processing
chain called RAMP (Radar Advanced Multiband Processing) has been developed starting from
some results of ADRIARadNet and CapRadNet projects.
After a radar scan, raw data are generated as so-called volumes, i.e. 3-D polar data and once a raw
volume scan is fully received, the data are processed through the RAMP in order to compensating
or at least to identifying the most common error sources for each radar device. That to ensure
harmonized technical and software platforms on which each radar data, with different features, can
be processed before the products generation at single radar level as well as before the composite.
RAMP Input data

Data correction – Quality indexes calculation
First-step
correction

Volumetric radar
raw data at C and
X bands

qSYS

qNME

PBB
correction
qPBB

qRAN

RAMP Output data

Attenuation
correction

Corrected
radar volume

qATT

Total quality
index (TQI)

qVPR

Figure 4 Weather radar data processing chain (RAMP)

The scheme of RAMP chain is presented in figure 4. The employed algorithms are functionally
divided into two paths: one for data corrections and the second for data quality characterization.
Particular quality algorithms can be switched on or off in the scheme. In general, algorithms for the
3D data quality control and characterization can be divided into categories based on analysis of:
scan geometry, reflectivity data structure and technical characteristics.
The scheme should be an objective procedure, i.e. independent of platform (quality of data from
different radar could be easy to compare) for the application at different radar data.
The main steps of data correction and quality characterization within the proposed RAMP chain are
described in the next paragraphs.
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2.1 First-step correction
For each radar, a specific first-step correction of volumetric data is applied. Residual ground-clutter,
specks, WLAN interference, biological and others non-meteorological echoes have been removed
from the reflectivity Z field mainly by exploiting the textural spatial correlation of meteorological
targets with respect to artifacts [Barbieri, 2017]. Uncertain data are flagged but not removed.
The spatial pattern of the precipitation field is considered as the most essential criterion while
developing algorithms for removal of such spurious echoes.
The texture of radar signatures is also used to verify the spatial self-consistency. The texture
function (Tex) is a spatial root mean square function, defined over a box of N×N contiguous pixels
as:
Tex N ( X ) 

1
N2

N /2



N /2

 x(n)  x(0)

2

(1)

n   N / 2,0 n   N / 2,0

where x is a generic radar observable (Z in such case) and x(0) is the box center. The Tex function
is also used as a clutter removal tool since a mask is introduced as follows:

Tex N ( x)  t thresholdx 

(2)

where tthreshold is an ad hoc threshold defined to identify the meteorological target with respect to
environmental and artificial clutter, to be tuned on both radars system and environmental features.
Four examples of application of reflectivity correction are shown in figures 5-8 for the Monte
Midia, Cepagatti, Bilogora and Osijek radar.

clutter

precipitation

interference

Figure 5 Uncorrected reflectivity image (left panel) as input at RAMP chain and the related output (right
panel) after that “First step correction” has been applied at Monte Midia radar for the precipitation event
occurred on June 16, 2017
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precipitation

clutter

Figure 6 Uncorrected reflectivity image (left panel) as input at RAMP chain and the related output (right
panel) after that “First step correction” has been applied for Cepagatti radar for the precipitation event
occurred on June 16, 2017

precipitation

clutter

Figure 7 Uncorrected reflectivity image (left panel) as input at RAMP chain and the related output (right
panel) after that “First step correction” has been applied for Bilogora radar for the precipitation event
occurred on November 20, 2018
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clutter

precipitation

Figure 8 Uncorrected reflectivity image (left panel) as input at RAMP chain and the related output (right
panel) after that "First step correction" has been applied for Osijek radar for the precipitation event
occurred on November 20, 2018

For dual-polarization systems, in addition, a median smoothing filter and bias correction is applied
to the differential reflectivity
, a compensation is applied to the correlation coefficient (ρhv)
and the differential phase (Φdp) has been processed by a multistage smoothing filter for Kdp
estimation [Barbieri, 2014]. An example of application of
correction is shown in figure 9 for
Cingoli radar.

Figure 9 Measured Zdr (left panel) and that corrected for attenuation (right panel) applied at Cingoli radar
during a rainy event
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2.2 Partial beam blockage correction
Radars operating in complex orographic areas usually suffer from partial or total beam blockage by
surrounding targets at their lowest elevation scans. The need for radar quantitative precipitation
estimates in such environments led to the development of PBB (Partial Beam Blockage)
corrections. For this product a correction scheme based on [Bech, 2003] method has been
developed and here briefly illustrated.
When a radar beam intercepts a mountain, two situations are possible: 1) only part of the beam
cross section illuminates the intercepted topography (partial blockage), or 2) the radar beam is
completely blocked (total blockage).
A geometrical approach is applied to calculate the degree of the beam blockage. This approach is
based on calculation of which part of radar beam cross-section is blocked, for any elevation angle,
by any topographical object. For this purpose the degree of PBB is computed from a high-resolution
(250 m) digital terrain map (DTM), the radar technical characteristics and its sampling strategy.
The percentage area of the radar beam cross section blocked by topography may be expressed as a
function of the radius of the beam cross section a and the difference y between the average height of
the terrain Hdem and the center of the radar beam h (see figure 10). Depending on the relative
position of the beam height respect to topography, y may be either positive or negative.

a  r.

if y  a (Total blockage)
if y  -a (No blockage)



if - a  y  a (Partial blockage)

2

y  H dem  h
Figure 10 Elements considered in the radar beam blockage function: a is the radius of the radar beam cross
section, y the difference between the center of the radar beam and the topography, dy’ the differential part of
blocked beam section, and y’ the distance from the center to dy’

According to these definitions, partial beam blockage occurs when -a < y < a, total beam blockage
means that y ≥ a and, finally, y ≤ -a implies there is no blockage at all. Using the notation
introduced above, it can be seen that PBB may be written as

y  a2
y a  y  a arcsin 
a
2
PBB 
2
a
2
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On the other hand, the height of the center of the radar beam h is given at a distance r by the
expression [Doviak, 1993]:

h  y r 2  (ke R)2  2ke R sin   ke R  H 0
where R is the earth‟s radius, ke is the ratio between R and the equivalent earth‟s radius, θ is the
antenna elevation angle, and H0 is the antenna height.
Information about atmospheric propagation conditions is contained in ke , which may be written in
terms of the refractivity gradient (VRG) as:
1
ke 
 dN 
1 R 

 dH 
The usual value for ke in the first kilometer of the troposphere, assuming the normal VRG of -40
km-1, is approximately 4/3.
For each radar pixel (or bin) of the entire volume scan PBB is computed and usually is expressed in
percentage. The Partial Beam Blockage correction can be applied to radar bins partially shielded
according to vary schemes [Tabary, 2007; Fulton, 1998; Fornasiero, 2005].
In the scheme here adopted the beam of less than 10% is considered negligible and is not corrected,
vice versa if the PBB exceed 70% the radar pixel is rejected (the pixel is marked as “no data”). If
radar bin is partially shielded between 10% and 70% will be modified the radar equivalent
reflectivity factor measurements by adding a correction factor (CF) varying between 1–4 dB and
depending on the degree of occultation (table 1).
Occultation (%)
0 –10,
11 – 29
30 – 43
44 – 55
56 – 63
63 – 70
> 70

CF (dB)
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
rejected

Table 1 Partial occultation corrections factor (CF)

The corrected reflectivity (Zc) is computed from the measured one (Z) by mean:

where both reflectivities are expressed in dBZ.
As an example, in figure 11 are shown the visibility maps at the first operational elevation for the
radars of Bilogora, Osijek and Puntijarka. In the same figure the visibility map of Monte Midia,
Cepagatti and Cingoli radars at given elevation angles is also shown.
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Figure 11 Visibility maps (black, no visibility and white, full visibility) for the radars of Bilogora (top left),
Osijek (top right), Puntijarka (central left), Monte Midia (central right), Cepagatti (bottom left) and Cingoli
(bottom right) at given elevation angles
European Regional Development Fund
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2.3 Path attenuation correction
The attenuation that the radar signal undergoes in the presence of heavy precipitation determines an
underestimation of the measured reflectivity and differential reflectivity that increases with the
increase in the distance from the radar and the intensity of the precipitation in progress. This
problem is particularly important in the X-band and can also lead to the complete extinction of the
signal [Maki, 2012]. We must therefore try to compensate both the reflectivity (Z) and the
differential reflectivity (Zdr), the latter present in the double polarization systems only.
The attenuation correction algorithms, for polarimetric radar, are applied at Z and Zdr (corrected by
the first step correction module) using the reconstructed differential phase Φdp [Bringi, 2001]. The
differences of the reconstructed phase, between a cell and the other in distance, are connected to the
attenuation increments along the path through the coefficients α and β:
[
]
[
]
In the two equation α = 0.28, β = 0.04 for the X band [Tabary, 2008] while α = 0.08, β = 0.03 for
the C band [Gourley, 2007] rN and r0 are, respectively, the farthest cell and the initial cell along the
path of the beam signal radar.
The terms Zc and Zdrc indicate the correct quantities while the PIA is the integrated path attenuation
that undergoes the radar signal in the presence of precipitation between r0 and rN considering the
return path too.
For single-polarization systems, the PIA is instead calculated using an iterative procedure that uses
only the measurement of Z. The attenuation coefficient (k, in dB/km) and the reflectivity (Z, in mm6
m-3) are typically correlated by a power law k=aZb with a and b appropriate coefficients depending
by radar band. The bidirectional attenuation between two adjacent bins (A(i−1,i)), expressed in dB, can
be calculated using the above relationship, where L is the radial resolution of the bin (in km) and Zi
is the incorrect (i.e. measured) reflectivity in the i-th bin.
Through the multiplicative factor 2, we take into account both the “forward path” of the
electromagnetic and the “return” in the direction of the radar. Therefore, an iterative procedure is
used which involves the estimation of the integrated bidirectional attenuation (PIA) along the whole
beam path. The PIA, integrated by the position of the radar (first bin) to the bin i-1, can be obtained
according to the formula:
∑
Starting from the measured reflectivity Zi the correct reflectivity ZC(i) in the bin i-th can be
calculated according to the following relation:
|

|

Obviously, this method can be applied at dual polarization system too, if the differential phase has
no good quality or in operational context being computationally less expensive.
Find in figure 12 three examples of correction for the attenuation at different radar frequencies (X-,
C- and S- bands).
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Figure 12 VMI map of uncorrected reflectivity (left) and corrected for the attenuation (right) using the
iterative method for a X- C- and S-band weather radar located at Cepagatti (first row), M. Midia (second
row) and Puntijarka (third row)
European Regional Development Fund
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2.4 Total quality characterization
The quantitative estimation of error magnitude is necessary not only in order to gain general
knowledge about data uncertainty but also to apply quality information in further data processing,
e.g. in the generation of standard or user-related specific products. One of the most common
approaches in the characterisation of the quality of weather radar data is to employ ( ), which is
defined as a unitless quantity that provides information on the data reliability in a digital scale.
The idea of the quality index scheme is based on selection of quality factors, determination of their
quality indices and computation of one total quality index.
Assuming that any radar systems are well maintained, the quality analysis, for AdriaMORE
purpose, has been focused on the following error sources: radar technical parameters
, nonmeteorological echoes
, beam blocking
, distance from the radar
, rain attenuation
and height of measurement
All these quality indexes are resumed in the table 2 and
discussed in the following in separate sections which comprise a description of the algorithm for
data quality characterization and some examples of application.
For each error an individual quality index ( ) is calculated in each radar pixel volume through
appropriate tests, giving as output an unitless quantity expressed by numbers from 0 (bad quality) to
1 (excellent quality).
If one of the input variables, after data quality procedure, results to not satisfy a predefined quality
standard, it is flagged as no quality data and thus discarded or corrected.
Quality
Index

Source of error

Note

Radar system technical
parameters

It is static within the whole radar range as well as in time and
taken into account several factors as in [Osrodka, 2012]
Pixel affected by non-meteorological echoes are removed, for
the uncertain pixel a value of 0.5 is applied, the others data are
set to 1.
It is computed from the corrected data taking into account the
PBB value as in [Barbieri, 2017]
This quality factor decreases with increasing distance from the
radar, it is computed as in [Rinollo, 2013]
It is computed from the corrected data taking into account the
PIA value as in [Barbieri, 2017]
The compensation of this effect is not performed in RAMP, the
quality index associated is estimated as in [Friedrich,2006]

Non-meteorological echo
Partial beam blocking
Long range measurement
Rain path attenuation
Inhomogeneous vertical
profile of reflectivity

Table 2 Group of quality index and related source of errors to which they refer

Computation of the total quality index (TQI) is the final step in estimation of radar volume data
quality. In each radar pixel, the total quality index, which is treated as an overall quality
information, is determined from a combination of all quality indices applying one of the formulae
such as minimum value, additive or multiplicative operator. The last seems to be the most
appropriate for the present aim due to its open form:

It can be noticed that the total quality index TQI equals zero if at least one of the individual quality
indices equals zero when such a formula is used, some examples of TQI are given in figure 13.
European Regional Development Fund
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Figure 13 Examples of the TQI images for Cepagatti (top left), Monte Midia (top right), L’Aquila (central
left), Tortoreto (central right), Bilogora (bottom left) and Osijek (bottom right) radars
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2.4.1 Radar system technical parameters
The quality factor
aims to provide a quality taking into account a set of technical radar
parameters that can impact on data quality.
A set of such factors, listed in Table 3, is based on EUMETNET OPERA Programme findings
[Holleman, 2006; Osrodka, 2012]. It has complemented with other parameters.
All the quality factors are static within the whole radar range as well as in time (apart from the date
of last electronic calibration). The threshold values for which any factor become lower than 1 have
been set according to the authors‟ experience.
Technical parameters
taken into account in qSYS
calculation

Symbol and threshold values

Operating frequency
affects attenuation in precipitation

{

Beam width
affects area of measurement
averaging

{

Minimal detectable signal
affects sensitivity to snow and
drizzle detection

{

Antenna Speed
affects measurement precision

{

Radome attenuation
causes measurement
overestimation

Date of last electronic calibration
affects measurement precision

{

{

Heigh of the radar site
affects measurement precision

{

Table 3 Quality factors related to the main radar system technical parameters

All the factors affect individual quality index,
according to formula:

connected with radar system parameters

It is assumed that lack of one set of information from table 3 still allows generation of the
value, but the individual factors connected with the missing information is set as equal to 0.9.
If more than three quality factors are missing then the total
is treated as „no data‟ (as a
consequence the total quality index of the analysed data is also set as TQI = „no data‟).
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2.4.2 Non-meteorological echo
The ground-clutter can be removed at a level of radar system software and/or in post-processing
utilizing customized algorithms. It is worth mentioning that usually the correction of radar images
due to contamination by ground clutter is commonly made at a level of radar system software which
uses statistical or doppler filtering but the portion of signal not removed, called residual clutter, will
remain as part of many of the products if not removed in the post-processing.
Apart from ground clutter, other phenomena such as specks, external interference signals (e.g. from
the sun and Wi-Fi emitters), biometeors (flocks of birds, swarms of insects), anomalous propagation
echoes (so called anaprop) and sea clutter, are considered as non-meteorological clutter. Because
various types of non-precipitation echoes can be found in radar observations, in practice individual
sub-algorithms must be developed in post-processing to address each of them.
Pixel affected by non-meteorological echoes are removed in the “first step correction”, for the
uncertain pixel a value of 0.5 is applied, the others data are set to 1.

{

Even if rejected in the first module of the RAMP, we have symbolically assigned a zero quality to
the pixel marked as non-meteorological echoes.

2.4.3 Partial beam blocking
A quality of measurement burdened by beam blockage dramatically decreases. The quality index
qBB of the pixel where the radar beam is considered as blocked can be expressed by the formula:
{

where the maximum quality has been assigned to the pixel non-corrected and the coefficient aPBB
has been set as 0.7 being the PBB compensated up to 0.7 ([Bech, 2007; Tabary, 2007]).
Even if rejected in the second module of the RAMP, we have symbolically assigned a (1-PBB)
quality to the pixel with PBB greater than 0.7 given that, the quality associated with the beam
blocking, without compensation, can be set as the complementary of the PBB.
Figure 14 show some examples of the partial beam blocking quality index for VMI products of
various radar. In each pixel qBB is computed from the elevation which contributes to the VMI.
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Figure 14 Examples of the PBB quality index (qPBB) for Cepagatti (top left), Monte Midia (top right),
L’Aquila (central left), Tortoreto (central right), Bilogora (bottom left) and Osijek (bottom right) radars
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2.4.4 Long range measurement
The quality of radar data decreases with increasing distance from the radar, either because the beam
broadens with the distance; the measurement comes from a larger volume and related averaging
errors increase as well, or for the increasing height with respect to terrain. There is no possibility of
correcting this effect. However, the data range-related deterioration can be determined
quantitatively and taken into account in the related quality index. Following this approach
[Friedrich, 2006], but introducing a square root, in order to ensure that quality does not drop too
fast with the range distance, this index can be evaluated using a non-linear function [Rinollo, 2013]:

√
{

where rmax can be set to maximum range of the radar and rmin can be set to zero (radar position). An
example of the trend of the quality index as a function of the distance from the radar is shown in
figure 15 up to 100 km.

Figure 15Example of the range quality index (qRAN) profile for a radar with maximum range of 100 km

Figure 16 show some examples of the range quality index for various radar at different elevation
angles.
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Figure 16 Examples of the range quality index (qRAN) for Cepagatti (top left), Tortoreto (top right), Monte
Midia (central left), L’Aquila (central right), Puntijarka (bottom left) and Bilogora (bottom right) radars
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2.4.5 Rain path attenuation
Usually, for single or dual-polarization systems there are a variety of possible solutions of
attenuation correction, based on the use of reflectivity and on differential phase shift when
available, so it is recommended to evaluate the corrected reflectivity for quality as well. The
magnitude of the attenuation in precipitation PIA (in dB), along the whole distance from the radar
site to the given i-gate, can be considered as a quality factor for the given measurement gate i.
Therefore, the relevant quality index qATT can be calculated from the formula [Barbieri, 2017]:

{

where PIAmin and PIAmax are empirically determined depending of the features of each radar
system. As an example, for the X-band radars we set PIAmin = 3 dB and PIAmax = 15 dB while for
C-band radar, generally, smaller values are set.
In presence of events with fast and wide differential phase fluctuation (with polarimetric radars) or
in general when there is high signal correction (PIA > PIAmax), the quality index is considered less
reliable and reduced up to 50% (0.5).
Figure 17 shows a graphic representation of qATT as function of the PIA.
qATT
1
0.5
PIA
0

PIAmin

PIAmax

Figure 17 Attenuation quality index (qATT) as function of the PIA

Figure 18 shows some examples of the attenuation quality index.
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Figure 18 Examples of the attenuation quality index (qATT) for Monte Midia (top left), L’Aquila (top right),
Tortoreto (central left), Bilogora (central right), Cepagatti (bottom left) and Cingoli (bottom right) radars
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2.4.6 Inhomogeneous vertical profile of reflectivity
To mitigate radar precipitation errors due to non-uniform vertical profiles of reflectivity (VPR), and
also due to the presence of the bright band, during stratiform precipitation, which causes significant
overestimation in radar precipitation estimates, an appropriate correction should be applied.
The most important parameter that defines the vertical profile of reflectivity is the height of the
freezing level. This value determines the position of the melting layer where, the vertical profiles of
Zh return intensified, exhibiting well-pronounced maxima.
Therefore, the identification of the melting layer is important not only for the VPR correction but it
is also aimed at appraising the limit in distance or the height at which occurs for the rain attenuation
correction.
The height of the freezing level is obtained from the vertical temperature profiles, derived from the
measurements of radio sounding.
As a result of the storm vertical variability, the radar observations made at relatively high altitudes
are not representative when estimating precipitation at ground level. In order to deal with such an
issue, the reflectivity field can be projected onto the surface by estimating the vertical profile of
reflectivity [Marzano, 2004]. Thus, after correction for VPR, the associated quality is assumed
equal to 1. In case the compensation of this effect is not introduced, as in the RAMP chain, in the
radar data, the quality index associated to VPR can be estimated as [Friedrich, 2006]:

{

where hFL is the freezing layer height, h+3dB = h +δup, h−3dB = h −δdn, δup = r sin(ϕ)/ sin(γ+ϕ), δdn =
r sin(ϕ)/ sin(γ-ϕ), ϕ = 0.5Φ3dB and γ = arctan((R+H0)·cos(θ))/(r+(R+H0)·sin(θ)).
Moreover, Φ3dB is the 3 dB beam width and θ the antenna elevation angle while h is the height of
the center of the radar beam computed with the relationship shown in section 2.2.
Figure 19 shows a representation of the qVPR profile along a given azimuth and elevation angle for
a case study. We can note that the qVPR decreases significantly when it crosses the melting layer
region, where the exterior of the ice crystals develops a water coating, and precipitation and ice
crystals coexist. The index then slightly rises when it reaches and exceeds the freezing level.
Figure 20 shows examples of the qVPR for different radars and in different temperature conditions.
A higher temperature involves a higher altitude where the freezing level is present and a greater
distance from the radar in which it is observed, especially for the beams at low elevations. This is
shown in the figures by the size of the brown circles. The color change indicates the interception of
the beam with the freezing level.
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Figure 19 Scheme of the Vertical Quality index profile (qVPR). FL indicate the height of the freezing level
(about 4.75 km)

Figure 20 Examples of the vertical quality index (qVPR) for different radars and events
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2.5 Examples of application
Figure 21 shows the effect of the RAMP chain for the reflectivity data of the Monte Midia,
Cepagatti and Tortoreto radars relating to precipitation events. It can be noted the elimination of
some non-meteorological echoes and the attenuation correction. The corresponding maps of TQI
are also shown once the individual quality indices defined by table 2 have been calculated.

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

Figure 21 VMI products as input (left column) and output (central column) at RAMP chain for some events
with precipitation for the Monte Midia (first row) Cepagatti (second row) and Tortoreto (third row) radars,
the right column shows the overall quality matrices for the same events
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Figure 22 shows the effect of the RAMP chain for the reflectivity data of the Cingoli, Osijek and
Puntijarka radars relating to precipitation events. It can be noted the elimination of some nonmeteorological echoes and the attenuation correction. The corresponding maps of TQI are also
shown once the individual quality indices defined by table 2 have been calculated.

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

VMI product as RAMP Input

VMI product as RAMP Output

Related Total Quality Index (TQI)

Figure 22 VMI products as input (left column) and output (central column) at RAMP chain for some events
with precipitation for the Cingoli (first row), Osijek (second row) and Puntijarka (third row) radars, the
right column shows the overall quality matrices for the same events
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3. RADAR PRODUCTS FOR EXTREME WEATHER MONITORING
The next step, after error identification and correction performed by RAMP, is the generation of
sophisticated radar products at single-radar level, in figure 23 is recalled the part of the CRAMS
chain assigned to this. Practically, the corrected volumes consist of sets of measurement gates
organized in polar scans related to the rotation of an antenna at selected elevation angles. Based on
the transfer from polar to Cartesian representations through a certain interpolation method the
corrected volumes are processed to obtain various 2-D Cartesian products from single radar
measurements dedicated to specific user requirements.
For AdriaMORE purpose, products focused on extreme events (described in table 4) have been
taken into account, the standard algorithms for their generation are described in the next sections
with some examples of application at the available radar data.
PRODUCT
NUMBER

PRODUCT
NAME

PRODUCT
SYMBOL

1

Maximum of
reflectivity

VMI

2

Convective storm
detection

CSD

3

Short time
prediction of rainy
field or nowcasting

NOW

4

Precipitation
estimation

SRI
SRT

5

Vertically Integrated
Liquid

VIL

6

Hail detection

POH

SHORT
DESCRIPTION
This product is useful for a quick surveillance of
regions of convective precipitation to locate both
mature and newly developing thunderstorm
The product is aimed at distinguish stratiform
and convective areas in the composite being the
latter linked to the most intense and dangerous
phenomena
The product is aimed at short-term forecast of
convective cells motion
Precipitation products estimate the ground
instantaneous (mm/h) and accumulated (mm)
rain over radar coverage area. These products
can issue warnings if the precipitation in a sub
catchment region exceeds a threshold value
The VIL value at a certain location is the sum of
all observed radar reflectivities (converted to
liquid water content) in a vertical column above
this location. This product can be used as a
measure for the potential strong rainfall
The product is aimed at hail detection which is
one of the most danger phenomena

Table 4 Brief description of the single-radar products implemented within CRAMS chain

RAMP

3D
CARTESIAN
GRID

PRODUCTS
GENERATION

RADAR

Single radar
products focussed
on extreme events
as output

SRI, SRT
VMI, CSD, VIL
POH, NOW

Figure 23 Part of the CRAMS chain devoted to the products generation at single-radar level
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Product 1

MAXIMUM OF REFLECTIVITY
Short description

This product represents an image of the highest measured value of radar reflectivity Z (in dBZ) in each
vertical column, it is called VMI (Vertical Maximum Intensity).
Allowing a complete vision of the potentially dangerous storm into volume scan, this product is useful for a
quick surveillance of region of convective precipitation to locate both mature and newly developing
thunderstorms, since storms that have only a small region of high intensity precipitations will show up the
same as storms that have high intensity precipitations through a great depth.

Adopted Methodology
VMI products is the maximum value at each data column. It can be generated from polar as well as Cartesian
data, in the figures 1.1 and 1.2 an example of generation from polar data is shown.
In figure 1.3 some examples of application on radar data are given.

Figure 1.1 Section of radar volume with an example of reflectivity bin values

Figure 1.2 VMI product generation from polar data
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Figure 1.3 Examples of the VMI products for Cepagatti (top left), Tortoreto (top right), Monte Midia (central left),
L’Aquila (central right), Puntijarka (bottom left) and Bilogora (bottom right) radars
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Product 2

CONVECTIVE STORM DETECTION
Short description

Distinguishing between convective and stratiform is an important indicator of the vertical and horizontal
structure of cloud systems producing precipitation. This precipitation identification product is aimed to
provide a separation of the radar echoes into convective and stratiform regions, on the basis of the intensity
and sharpness of the peaks of echoes intensity [Steiner, 1995]. An intermediate region, between the
stratiform and convective is also introduced to indicate those events whose nature is uncertain.

Adopted Methodology
The method for the identification of precipitation type is based on the horizontal structure of precipitation
field. The idea consists in the search of the reflectivity peaks: if they satisfy specific criteria, related to the
ratio of the peak and the mean reflectivity of their immediate surroundings, they are classified as convective
centers. The next step is classifying the area immediately adjacent as intermediate between stratiform and
convective (mix) while the remaining reflectivity field is categorized as stratiform.
The criteria for the identification of convective centers and intermediate areas are based on the following
steps:
1) Intensity: Any pixel in the radar reflectivity field characterized by a value of at least 40 dBZ is
automatically labeled as a convective center, since rain of this intensity could practically never be
stratiform;
2) Peakedness: Any pixel, in the radar reflectivity field, not identified as convective center in the first
step, but which exceeds the average reflectivity of the surrounding area (Zbg) of a certain difference
in reflectivity (ΔZ), is also identified as convective center. Zbg is determined according to a linear
average of the nonzero radar echoes (mm6 m-3) within a distance of 11 km from the pixel. The
relationship between ΔZ and Zbg is represented by a continuous curve given by:
{

⁄

and shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Peakedness criteria - reflectivity difference between a given pixel and mean background - used for
convective center identification (solid curve). Points along and above this curve are classified as convective centers

3) Surrounding area: For each pixel identified as convective center by one of the above two criteria, all
the surrounding pixels within an intermediate radius around that point, are classified as Mix centers
and included in the intermediate area. The intermediate radius, expressed in [km], is also function of
the mean reflectivity surrounding the convective center according to the relation of figure 2.2.
Between those presented by [Steiner, 1995] the “medium” is used.
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Figure 2.2 The convective area radius as a function of the mean background reflectivity

The just described method was subjected to slight changes, with the intent to preserve the results from errors
due to spike reflectivity residues, generated by errors not corrected within the quality control. Below is
shown a description of these changes, related to the first and second criterion.
• Once found the pixel which satisfies the condition defined by the first criterion (Intensity), is carried
out the calculation of the mean reflectivity values measured within a distance of 2 km from it. If the
reflectivity value of the pixel classified as convective exceeds a certain threshold, equal to the mean
of the surrounding area added to twice the standard deviation of its reflectivity, then the pixel is
classified as spike and is assigned the mean value of the background;
• The pixel which satisfies the condition expressed by the second criterion (peakedness) is compared
with the mean value of the echoes measured within a distance of 5 km. If the reflectivity of the pixel
exceeds a certain threshold, equal again to the mean value of the surroundings added to twice the
standard deviation, then the pixel is classified as spike and is assigned the mean value of the
surrounding area.
The output is constituted by a radar volume of indexes. Indexes represent a given precipitation type, the
number of chosen classes is 3 and the legend for each of these classes is shown in table 2.1. Some examples
of application are given in figure 2.3.
PRECIPITATION IDENTIFICATION
Index

Acronym

Description

3

Conv

Convective

2

Mix

Intermediate

1

Strat

Stratiform

C

NE
No Echo
0
Table 2.1 Indexes and description for precipitation identification output
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Examples of application

Figure 2.3 Example of convective cell identification: the VMI product (left panel) and the related classification (right
panel) for Cepagatti (first row) Bilogora (second row) and Cingoli (third row) radars
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Product 3

NOWCASTING
Short description

The nowcasting radar module is aimed to provide an indication of the temporal evolution of reflectivity or
rain field at future instants in particular for convective cell storm. Due to high temporal variability of heavy
rain cells (usually lasting for periods larger than the radar temporal resolution T but less than 30 min), the
nowcasting methods often propagate the information at short instants ahead, t0+n∙T, with respect to the
procedure initialization instant t0.

Adopted Methodology
The nowcasting methodology adopted into CRAMS is based on the Spectral Pyramidal Advection Radar
Estimator (SPARE) algorithm by [Montopoli, 2012]. The procedures take a temporal sequence of available
radar maps and propagate the last available one in the future (see figure 3.1). The principle is based on the
cross correlation between portions of two consecutive radar maps to compute the displacement vector
between them [Kuglin, 1975]. The segmentation of each available radar field (also regarded as a special
case of spatial decomposition) is a fundamental step which allows computing the displacement vectors for
each identified portion of the radar maps. This implies that the resulting motion filed is composed by several
vector components (one for each identified portion of the radar map) that in principle are different each
other. Thus, vortex or multiple system movements can be in principle caught.
The original concept of SPARE algorithm, in its primordial version, is to perform spatial correlation on
filtered radar images in the spectral domain of spatial frequency. The spatial filter used in the SPARE
algorithm is able to isolate spatial components in a prescribed range of spatial scales. For this reason,
SPARE is said to be pyramidal since the decomposition of radar maps in spatial components resemble a
pyramid. This way to proceed tends to ensure a better estimation of the displacement field.
Radar Horizontal maps

Predicted horizontal maps

Nowcasting
algorithm
t
Requirement:
Requirement:
Forecast window
Execution time < t
Figure 3.1 Schematization of empirical nowcasting methodology. T indicates the temporal resolution of radar scans
Analysis window

The input variable for the radar nowcasting algorithm is the reflectivity at the two consecutive past instants
with respect to procedure initialization t0.
Reflectivity factor at t0
Reflectivity factor at t0-1∙T

ZINP_2 [dBZ]
ZINP_1 [dBZ]

The output variables are the temporal sequence of predicted reflectivity fields:
Reflectivity factor at t0+1∙T
Reflectivity factor at t0+2∙T
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
Reflectivity factor at t0+N∙T

ZNOW_1 [dBZ]
ZNOW_2 [dBZ]
∙
∙
∙
∙
Z NOW_N [dBZ]

The integer N drives the number of radar map to be predicted and indirectly indicates the maximum
prediction period. Taking into account typical rain cell duration, a reasonable maximum prediction period is
about 1 hour ahead from the current instant.
In figure 3.2 three examples of application on radar data are given.
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Examples of application

Figure 3.2 Examples of observed (left panel) and SPARE predicted (right panel) reflectivity maps
for Monte Midia (first row) Cepagatti (second row) and Biligora (third row) radars
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Product 4

PRECIPITATION ESTIMATION
Short description

Accurate measurement of precipitation in terms of its intensity and location is important for both
hydrological research and operational water management. The more traditional method of measuring
rainfall with rain gauges is less expensive than weather radar, but only provides point measurements and
offers limited information on spatial rainfall variability [Ciach, 2006; Koistinen, 1986]. Other
instruments such as disdrometers [Joss, 1969] and microwave links [Leijnse, 2007] provide more insight
in the microstructure and the spatial average, respectively, of precipitation. However, these instruments
cannot capture the spatial variability of rainfall over larger areas such as river catchments. Radar systems
offer a way of measuring areal precipitation with both a high spatial and temporal resolution and therefore
currently offer the best solution to measure this spatial variability.
Anyway radar-rainfall estimation is a complex process that involves several error sources, thus making its
accurate estimation an extremely difficult task, in fact radar does not measure rainfall (SRI) directly but
some related variable, e.g. radar reflectivity Z, for a single polarization system. For the conversion of radar
reflectivity in the estimation of the intensity precipitation several forms of algorithms can be developed.
Below is presented the most common approach, based mainly on a power-law algorithm [Park, 2005] that
can be refined adopting a range dependent correction factor [Capozzi, 2014].

Adopted Methodology
The power-law algorithm presented below is a classical estimator of rainfall, it converts the radar
reflectivity Z (expressed in dB) in the corresponding rainfall rate SRI (expressed in mm/h).
Usually, the SRI (Surface Rainfall Intensity) at a given time i, can be express as:

 Zhh 
SRI i  10 10 



1/ b

1
 
a

1/ b

(mm/h)

with a and b coefficient depending of the type of the precipitation as well as the radar band (X, C or S).
From the available SRI, the accumulated rain, named SRT (Surface Rainfall Total) can be computed, at a
given time interval, as described below.
The accumulated hourly precipitation, at time h, can be computed by the following relationship:

SRTh,1 

M

1
M

 SRI
i 1

i

(mm)

where M represents the available SRIs in the hourly time interval.
The accumulated precipitation between hours h-N and h, or the cumulated at N hours from the current time
h is equal to:
N 1

SRTh, N   SRTh i ,1 (mm)
i 0

Find in the figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 some examples of application, to be noted the color scale adopted with
the rain thresholds that facilitates the reading of the maps (see table 4.1).
Thresholds

Precipitation type

Colour

0-6 mm/h

weak

shades of blue

6-15 mm/h

moderate

shades of green

15-35 mm/h

strong

shades of yellow

35-70 mm/h

very strong

shades of purple

70-150 mm/h

violent

shades of red

> 150 mm/h

storm

shades of brown

Table 4.1 Precipitation thresholds and related colours in the maps
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Examples of application for SRI

Figure 4.1 Examples of the instantaneous precipitation (SRI) for Cepagatti (top left), Monte Midia (top right),
Cingoli (central left), L’Aquila (central right), Puntijarka (bottom left) and Bilogora (bottom right) radars
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Examples of application for SRT

Figure 4.2 Examples of cumulated precipitation (SRT) for Cepagatti radar at 1, 3, 6 and 12 hours

Figure 4.3 Examples of cumulated precipitation (SRT) for Biligora radar at 3 and 6 hours
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Product 5

VERTICALLY INTEGRATED LIQUID
Short description

This product, called VIL (Vertically Integrated Liquid), is an excellent indicator of severe storm activity,
especially with regard to the rainfall potential of a storm. The VIL shows the estimated water content
contained within a user-defined layer. If the layer height is above the freezing level, high VIL values are an
excellent indicator of severe storm and hail. If the layer height extends from the surface up to 3 km, then the
VIL values serve as a forecasting guide as to how much precipitation is likely to fall during the next few
minutes.
In general, it can be considered as a means of locating the most active and severe storms in a region, in
stratiform situations VIL rarely exceeds a value of 10 kg/m2, in thunderstorms, however, VIL is usually
(much) higher.
When calculating VIL, have to be taken into consideration that VIL values in storms located too close to the
radar will be underestimated, because the radar is not capable of scanning high enough to reach the upper
portions of the storms.

Adopted Methodology
The VIL is estimated via conversion of the radar reflectivity to liquid-water content and subsequent vertical
integration of this water content [Brimelow, 2004]. The three-dimensional radar data is converted to a planposition indicator of the amount of liquid water present in a vertical column above a certain position.
VIL is calculated by vertically integrating reflectivity values from the top of a thunderstorm to the ground
and converting reflectivity data into an equivalent liquid water content value. The general equation for VIL
(expressed in kg/m2) is:

 ( Z  Z i 1 ) 
VIL   a  i
 h
2


i
where Zi and Zi+1 are two adjacent radar reflectivity bin values (expressed in mm6 m-3) at the same horizontal
coordinate and Δh is the vertical distance between these i-th and the i+1-th bin (expressed in meters).
Note that a and b coefficients depending on hydrometeor type, in this methodology two set of values are
used: one for ice and one for rain, discern ice and rain is possible if freezing level is known.
b

This product can be generated from polar as well as Cartesian radar data, in the figure 5.1 an example of
generation from polar data while in figure 5.2 examples of application on radar data are given.

Figure 5.1 VIL product generation from polar radar data
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Figure 5.2 Examples of the VIL products for Cepagatti (top left), Tortoreto (top right), Monte Midia (central left),
Cingoli (central right), Puntijarka (bottom left) and Bilogora (bottom right) radars
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Product 6

HAIL DETECTION
Short description

Hail events are typically related to crop losses, buildings and cars damages or casualties. Nowadays, the
most direct way to distinguish between hail and rain is by using the dual polarization radar technique which
can make a direct distinction between the spherical hailstones and the non-spherical rain droplets.
However also single-polarization radar can be well used for hail assessment, in fact several methods are
available from literature and some of them were tested by [Holleman, 2001]. Among these, for operational
needs, the method that uses the value of VIL Density has been implemented in CRAMS chain.

Adopted Methodology
This method is based on VIL Density (VILD) calculation [Amburn, 1997]. VILD is simply the VIL divided
by the EchoTOP and multiplied by 1000 in order to express the result as g/m3. Remember that the EchoTOP
is the height of the highest (in altitude) bin measured by radar during a volumetric scan.
VILD makes VIL independent of height and then reduces error due to fact that VIL alone may not be
sufficient to distinguish tall storms with low overall reflectivity (smaller targets, including possible small
hail) from short storms with high reflectivity (larger targets including possible large hail).
Thus, VILD is well adapt for the algorithms of hail detection.
In other words, VIL Density is a parameter that “normalizes” the VIL using the height/depth (EchoTOP) of
a thunderstorm, i.e., a bin's VIL is compared to the bin's EchoTOP. Therefore, VIL Density can be used to
identify thunderstorms with high reflectivities relative to their height. Unlike VIL which usually increases as
storms increase in height, VIL Density increases primarily due to increases in target size. Thus, as VIL
Density increases, hail cores tend to be deeper, more intense, and reported hail sizes tend to be larger.
Thunderstorms with larger VIL Density values generally produce larger hailstones at the surface.
Usually VILD values ranges from 0 to 5 g·m-3.
Thus, VILD correlates well with storm cell containing hail cores, since those thunderstorms are usually
characterized by high reflectivities at relatively high altitudes. This is, indeed, also a limitation of VILD
algorithm since weather radars are not able to observe hail close to the ground. This problem may occur in
circumstances of quite high freezing levels or if the hailstones fall through significant liquid water particles.
To found a relationship between POH and VILD several thunderstorms with and without hail have to be
examined in radar‟. The probability of hail rises sharply as VILD increases and their relationship can be
expresses, as an example, with a third-order polynomial fitted curve [Capozzi, 2018].
POH  100  (a1 (VILD) 3 a 2 (VILD) 2  a3 (VILD)  a4 )

where ai are regression coefficient and POH varies between 0 (no probability of hail) to 100 (certainty of
hail).
In figure 6.1 three examples of application on radar data are given.
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hail risk

hail risk

Figure 6.1 VIL density (left panel) and POH estimation (right panel) derived from Cepagatti (first row) M.Midia
(second row) and Bilogora (third row) radars
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